
Electricity is part of the natural world and a part of the modern world we take 
for granted. It is part of our body and is required by our nervous system to 
think, move, and feel. We often say we can feel the electricity in the air, and 
sometimes we actually can. Before a Thunder game, you can look up to see and 
hear electricity being created by special generators, called Tesla coils, located 
near the large video screen. 

Electricity is simply a form of energy resulting from the existence of charged 
particles flowing from one place to another or building up as a charge. These 

charged particles are called protons if they are positive, or electrons if they are negative. There is 
another type of particle within this group that has no charge called a neutron. All of these particles 
combine to make an atom. 

Static electricity is a form of electricity caused by an imbalance of positive or negative charges within 
a material. To understand static electricity, it is helpful to think about the charged particles—protons 
and electrons—that make up an atom. Electrons move freely while the protons and neutrons together 
make up the nucleus of the atom. Electrons attract and are attracted to positively charged particles 
but push other electrons, or negatively charged particles, away. If many electrons are gathered in one 
area, a charge is built up. A charged surface will repel similarly charged surfaces and attract oppositely 
charged surfaces. Have you ever heard the phrase “opposites attract”? This phrase is true of static 
electricity and explains why your gym socks sometimes stick to your fuzzy sweater after being pulled 
out of the dryer.

Let’s put this science into action! Find some thin string.  Measure about eight centimeters of string 
and cut it.

Find an empty, clean, dry aluminum can. Place the can on a table top opening side down.

Tape the string to the top of the aluminum can. Normally, this would be considered the bottom of the 
can, but since it is empty and standing upside down, it is now the top.

Pro-tip: The table should be dry, clean, and free of water or dust.
Next, inflate a balloon, and tie the end to trap the air inside. Rub the balloon on some fake fur, a 
microfiber cloth, or even your own hair. Your objective is to build a static charge on the balloon.

Taking a Charge
Thunder basketball games are full of energy! People say you can  
actually feel the electricity in the air.

HERE’S WHAT YOU’LL NEED:

• A balloon
• Some fake fur, wool,  

a microfiber cloth, or even 
the hair on your head

• Thin string or thread (acrylic 
or wool works great)

• Scissors

• Tape
• An empty aluminum can
• Journal
• Marker or pen
• Tabletop
• Ruler or meter stick

This activity can be done in the classroom or at home. It can be done 
as an individual or in groups. 



Once you have built up a charge on the balloon, hold it over the string. You want the balloon to be 
close to the string, but not close enough to touch. Can you make the string move? If so, can you make 
it stand up? Can you make it move from side to side? If you can, what makes this happen? If you have 
been unable to make the thread move, why? What else do you think you can try? If you are doing this 
activity in groups or with classmates, you may ask what they discovered.

Take a moment to record what you have discovered. You may also write how the string moved and 
what adjustments you had to make to allow the string to move. If time allows, write down any ideas 
you have to further experiment with the string, can, and balloon.

For this Game Time, we are going to play a game using static electricity.

You will again need the empty, clean, and dry aluminum can. You can remove the 
string and tape from the can in this activity. You will also need a flat table top, long 
enough so that the can would have to roll at least a half meter to cross. The last 
item for the game is something to hold a static charge. This can be the balloon 
you used in Warm-ups or something else that can hold charge.

Pro tip: If you are performing this challenge alone, you can try different objects 
to hold a charge. If you are performing this challenge with a “competitor”, you  
may choose to use different objects or the same objects each time.

Mark a starting line on the table. Measure a distance that is at least a half meter from the starting line. 
Mark this as the finish line. 

Use your fake fur, microfiber cloth, your hair or sweater to “charge up” the balloon or whatever object 
you chose to hold the charge.

Race the aluminum can from the starting line to the finish line without physically touching it. When a 
charged object like a balloon is brought close to the can, opposite charges flow in the can and gather 
on the side close to the charged object. Then the can is attracted to the balloon. You will find that 
you are able to pull the can across the table without actually touching it. If you find that the object 
becomes unable to pull the can, experiment to find out why.

Pro tip: If you are racing against a friend or classmate, you can simply note who won the race. If 
you are performing the challenge alone, record how long it took to move the can from point to 
point. You may also record what difficulties you had.

Attempt the challenge a couple of times. Try to improve your speed by testing new materials to hold 
the charge.

These activities show that “opposites attract” and “like repels like”. How did you 
use these concepts? What variables affected the ability to achieve each challenge? 

These activities also required the use of several different types of materials. What 
did you notice about these materials and what effect did static electricity seem 
to have on them? 

What experiences have you had with static electricity? Do these experiences give 
ideas of other materials that you could have used? 



With what you have learned from this can racing challenge, design a new game 
using static electricity. How will your game use static electricity? Though the 
challenge in Game Time was an “offense only” game with your goal being to 
perform the task with great speed, could you design a game in which static 
electricity is used by competitors to pull the can back and forth or go different 
ways on the tabletop? Test your game out. In your journal, describe this new game.

Did you know thunder is the product of static electricity? During a storm, the small 
crystals of ice that make up clouds are pushed together by the wind. This rubbing, 
just like the activities in Warm-ups and Game Time, causes static electricity to 
build up. Eventually, this electricity builds up so much that it has to be released. 
The electric charge is released in a very hot bolt of lightning. This very quickly 
warms the air around it, making it move suddenly and producing the loud noise 
we call thunder. The dry air inside homes in the winter provides a great place to 
recreate this. With dry socks on carpet or a rug, rub your feet until you feel a 

small static charge. Then, walk over to a doorknob or better yet, a friend, and stick your finger out just 
about a centimeter away. Observe the static electricity being released as a spark!

If you have watched a Thunder game on television or at the arena, you may have noticed that there 
are machines producing electricity when the lights go out before the game. These are called Tesla coils 
and they use a computer to modulate the voltage pulses to create tones and musical chords. Though 
this is an example of electrons moving just like we used in these activities, this is not an example of 
static electricity but rather an electrical current.

Since electrons and protons are in everything, every material has a lot of charges in it, usually those 
positive and negative charges are present in equal amounts and the electricity contained in all things 
goes unnoticed. But those electric charges move back and forth and from place to place all the time. 
When we get a huge number of tiny electric charges to move to the same place (static electricity) or 
flow in the same direction (electrical current), then we have enough electrical energy to move things 
or provide light or heat and so much more.

Though it is easy to see similarities between static electricity and electrical current, there are many 
differences. As a general principle, static electricity requires two different materials interacting and 
electrical current requires material called a conductor.

For two different materials to build up and store static electricity, one must become positive and 
the other must become negative. In your experiment, the hair or fuzzy material became positive and 
the rubber balloon became negative. When different materials touch each other, if one holds on to 
electrons more tightly than the other, it becomes negatively charged while the one that doesn’t hold 
onto the electrons becomes positively charged. Chemists call this a “materials electron affinity”.

Electrical current requires the use of a conductor. Conductors are materials that allow electrons to 
flow through them. Materials like copper, aluminum, or other metal are conductive. These materials 
allow for electrons to move easily even over long distances. The opposite of a conductor is an insulator. 
You may have noticed that most wires are coated with a layer of rubber or plastic. This material is an 
insulator. Without it, electrical current would flow out of the conductor to the first thing it touched. 
The insulator coating keeps the current from escaping the conductor.



Electricity is everywhere in our life. It is not just that there positive and negative charges in all matter, 
but our everyday life depends upon electricity. Just like at the basketball arena, static electricity is 
used to remove dust from the basketball court, keep the air clean, and was probably used to paint 
many of the surfaces you see. Electrical current is not only used to keep the lights on and the music 
booming but also to keep the popcorn popping and so much more.
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